We are living in a dynamic world in which stochastic relationships between cues and outcome 34 events create different sources of uncertainty 1 (e.g. the fact that not all grey clouds bring rain). 35
Introduction 62
A number of previous studies showed that human learners adjust their learning rates to the 63 information content of outcomes 9,10 , utilising a higher learning rate for outcomes more informative 64 for predicting the future state of the environment. In computational neuroscience, learning rates are 65 numerically estimated from participant choices by using different reinforcement learning (RL) 66 algorithms [11] [12] [13] , which are in effect approximations of the Bayesian models 14,15 that can also estimate 67 otherwise hidden generative rules of dynamically changing environments. The (RW) algorithm is probably the most widely used RL model 11 in the literature: 69
where p is the agent's probability estimate for an outcome,  is the actual outcome (e.g. win vs 71 null), η is the learning rate and t is the trial number. A key limitation of the RW model is that it is 72 commonly fitted to participant choices within a block of an experimental task, estimating 73 participants' average learning rates during that period. This is an approach that uses the RW model 74 as a tool of measurement, implemented by a number of key RL studies 4, 9, 10, 14 consistently showing 75 that human learning rates are higher in volatile (i.e. environments in which contingencies change) 76 relative to stable environments in which contingencies stay the same. However, these findings also 77 demonstrate that learning rates are malleable. As a result, approximating a single learning rate from 78 a block of an experiment may not be the most ideal approach for understanding mechanisms 79 underlying learning-based behavioural adaptations. The family of hybrid Pearce-Hall models 12,13,16 80 aim to mitigate this limitation by updating learning rates on a trial-by-trial basis. For example, one 81 common implementation is based on a weighted integration of the learning rates from previous 82 trials with the magnitude of the absolute value of the prediction errors (PE; i.e. the difference 83 between the agent's expectation and the real outcome): 84
where ω is a free-parameter estimated between 0 and 1 and determines how much weight is given 86 to the learning rate (η) on the current trial and the absolute value of the PE (i.e. unsigned PE) to 87 update the learning rate into the next trial. Here, it is important to highlight that in the majority of 88 the RL models, the absolute value of the PEs (
) is commonly used as a proxy for the 89 agent's surprise. The model would then update the agent's estimates of the reward probability into 90 the next trial: 91
where λ is another free-parameter used for smoothing the transition of the probability update. 93
Assumptions underlying the novel update rules 94
Different sources of uncertainty dictates what kind of learning behaviour would be optimal 95 in a given environment 1, 17, 18 . Expected uncertainty relates to intrinsic variability in the occurrence or 96 the nature of an event over and above that can be explained by any learned association. For 97 example, if an outcome follows a stimulus on only 30% of occasions or if the magnitude of the 98 outcome is inherently variable (e.g. day-to-day changes in air temperature) 1 , it would be difficult to 99 accurately predict the frequency or the magnitude of the outcome on any given occasion. In other 100 words, the higher the expected uncertainty the less informative each particular event is, as expected 101 uncertainty erodes the information content of individual events 1 . In environments dominated solely 102 by expected uncertainty, the optimal learning behaviour would be to estimate cue-outcome 103 associations over a long period of time with a relatively low learning rate. However, there can be 104 times when learned associations change over time. In this case, the true association between cues 105 and outcomes is more difficult to estimate because it is not stable. This is commonly known as 106 unexpected uncertainty (or "volatility" 14 ). The effect of unexpected uncertainty is to reduce how 107 informative previous events are during learning. In other words, previous events become 108 increasingly less informative the higher the unexpected uncertainty in the environment. The optimal 109 behavioural adaptation to this type of uncertainty is to learn more rapidly over a shorter period of 110 time, as events further back in history are likely to be less informative about the future state of the 111 environment. Particularly in environments with high unexpected and low expected uncertainty, 112 tuning learning rates to the prediction errors (PEs) would be an efficient way of interacting with the 113 environment. This is because during periods of low expected uncertainty (i.e. if the environment is 114 not noisy), the PEs would be relatively small, and agents can discount them by utilising a lower 115 learning rate. However, when the PEs are reasonably high, this would signal that there must be a 116 dramatic change happening in the underlying structure of the environment. In these situations, 117 agents can quickly adapt by utilising a higher learning rate. Although these conceptual descriptions 118 indicate a relationship between PEs and learning rates, the exact nature of this relationship has not 119 been explored yet. Below, the manuscript evaluates the suitability of two novel update rules for RL 120 that establish a nonlinear relationship between learning rates and the magnitude of the PEs. 121
In RL tasks with probabilistic contingencies (i.e. reward versus no reward), the PEs are 122 always between -1 and 1. For example, if the environment returns no rewards (i.e. a vector of null 123 5 outcomes: [0, 0, 0, 0 ...]) yet the agent is in absolute denial, believing that s/he is in a highly 124 rewarding environment, the lowest the PEs can be is a vector of -1s. Another widely established 125 assumption is that the agents' learning rates should be 0 if the PE is 0. That is, if the agent can 126 consistently predict reward contingencies with 100% accuracy, then there is nothing new to be 127 learned from the environment and the effect of a constant learning rate should diminish (Eq.1). Also 128 considering nonlinearity in wide majority of cognitive processes (e.g. risk perception 19 , stochastic 129 choice 20,21 etc.) in human and non-human primates, a simple functional form satisfying both of these 130 assumptions establishes a parabolic relationship between the PEs and learning rates: The formula of the novel update algorithm (i.e. updating PEs with corresponding learning 149 rates on each trial) for RL is then written as: 150
The free-parameter κ accounts for individual variability in how steeply PEs accelerate learning rates 152 during RL. This cubic update rule would allow agents to adjust their behaviour dynamically as soon 153 as unexpected changes happen in the environment (i.e. those leading to higher PEs). However, in 154 noisy environments (i.e. those with high expected uncertainty) scaling learning rates to the PEs 155 would not be an ideal way to learn from the environment. This is because, in environments with high 156 expected uncertainty, agents need to discount PEs, as these would be noisy and not informative of 157 the future state of the environment. The model can also account for this behaviour at higher values 158 of κ ( Figure 1 ). From this perspective, the parameter κ can also be interpreted as the agent's global 159 inference about the level of expected uncertainty (i.e. noise or the standard deviation (σ) of the 160 generative process) in the environment 17 . A recent analysis of normative learning models 161 demonstrated that learning rates decay exponentially in noisy environments with high expected 162 uncertainty 22 . Therefore, it is also plausible to assume that the higher-level relationship between 163 expected uncertainty (i.e. environmental noise (σ)) and the free-parameter κ can be in an 164 Another approach with which one can extract trialwise learning rates is by exploiting the 188 mathematical properties of a 2-parameter [probability] weighting function 24 . This approach would 189 assume an exponential-logarithmic relationship between PEs and learning rates and allows even 190 more flexibility than the parabolic/cubic update rule described above, as it is free of any a priori 191 assumptions about the shape of the relationship between PEs and learning rates: 192 
236
In the simulated task environment, all models converge reasonably well with the true average 237 reward rate (Figure 4) . The magnitudes of prediction errors under each model were not statistically 238 significantly different (F (4, 7495) =0.32, p=0.863, Supplementary Figure 1 rates estimated under the hybrid Pearce-Hall model (mean±SD = 0.096 ± 0.071) were significantly 246 10 higher than the ones estimated under the parabolic (mean±SD = 0.042 ± 0.094) and exponential-247 logarithmic models (mean±SD = 0.076 ± 0.12, F (2, 4497) = 119.07, p<.001). Nevertheless, these 248 learning rate estimates were highly significantly correlated (all r (1498)>.68, p<.0001). Taken 249 together, these results suggest that the novel parabolic and exponential-logarithmic models can be 250 viable alternatives to the existing RL models, with added benefits of: (i) extracting trialwise learning 251 rates, and (ii) help scrutinising the relationship between PEs and learning rates at single subject and 252 population levels. It is worthwhile to emphasise that the parabolic model is a simpler 253 implementation as it utilises a single free-parameter to extract trialwise learning rates. 254
Human behaviour. We also report the behaviour of these RL models on a previously published data 255 set in which human participants (N=18) completed a learning task with stable (120 trials) or volatile 256 (170 trials) reward contingencies in different task blocks 14 . In the original work by Behrens and 257 colleagues (2007), participants were asked to choose between two fractals which returned variable 258 reward amounts on each trial or a null outcome, based on the underlying reward probabilities that 259 participants needed to learn. In the learning task, the reward magnitudes associated with each 260 fractal were generated randomly. In the current reanalysis of this data, the stochastic choice 261 function fitted to participant choice behaviour was identical across all RL models. More specifically, The current work describes two novel update rules for human reinforcement learning (RL), both 296 establishing a nonlinear relationship between prediction errors (PEs) and learning rates 297 ( Supplementary Figure 2) . Both simulated data (Figure 4 ) and analysis of human behaviour ( Figure 5 ) 298 suggest that the newly proposed models perform comparably with the existing Rescorla-Wagner and 299
Pearce-Hall models. Both of these novel models are able to generate trialwise learning rate 300 estimates from participant choice behaviour. This feature of the models is also shared by the hybrid Figure 3) . In the hybrid Pearce-Hall model the 313 information is fed forward as the learning rate is a secondary process updated in parallel (Eqs. 2-3), 314 in addition to estimated reward rate, whereas parabolic and exponential-logarithmic models assume 315 that prediction errors would trigger learning rates instantaneously, during the feedback period of 316 the current trial. These differences can be elucidated by future neurophysiology studies which were 317 instrumental in revealing temporal properties of prediction errors 5 . 318
In tasks in which expected uncertainty is experimentally manipulated 25,26 , it might be more accurate 319 to rely on the parabolic model ( Figure 2 ) and estimate σ from participant choice behaviour as the 320 single model parameter which accounts for the participants' inference about the level of 321 noise/expected uncertainty in the task environment. Analysis of human learning behaviour using the 322 exponential-logarithmic model, which is free of any assumptions regarding the shape of the 323 nonlinearity (Figure 3 ), also indicated a relationship resembling the parabolic form ( Figure 5B The newly proposed update rules will have important implications for informing neural sciences. 334
Analysis of various functional neuroimaging modalities (e.g. fMRI, MEG, pupillometry, etc.) heavily 335 relies on general linear models (GLMs) which require trialwise estimates of behavioural processes as 336 predictive variables (i.e. regressors). Reliable, trialwise estimates of learning rates is an extremely 337 important issue in neural sciences, considering that the number of studies that investigated brain 338 regions encoding PEs significantly outnumber those which investigated neural regions encoding 339 learning rates. One study using the hybrid Pearce-Hall model described in this paper in a reversal 340 learning task involving aversive outcomes (30% probability of receiving an electroshock) showed that 341 learning rates are encoded in the human amygdala, bilaterally. On the other hand, two key studies 342 that manipulated the volatility (i.e. the unexpected uncertainty) of learning environments showed 343 that volatility of the environment, which in return correlates significantly with learning rates, are 344 encoded in the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) in both non-social and social learning 345 environments. The converging results presented in this paper demonstrate that the cubic/parabolic 346 learning rule is able to capture a significant main effect of outcome volatility in line with the latter 347 studies, while estimating learning rates on a trial-by-trial basis which are highly significantly 348 correlated with the Pearce-Hall model used in the former study, having the best of both worlds. 349
However, so far no study has independently manipulated the sources of expected and unexpected 350 uncertainties in learning environments (such as the task environment shown in Figure 4 ), without 351 explicitly informing participants about in which condition they are asked to perform reinforcement 352 learning. Future studies using this full factorial approach can probe where different components of 353 RL models are encoded in the human brain (i.e. striatal regions, bilateral amygdala, dACC) more 354 precisely. These are important directions not only for cognitive/computational neuroscience but also 355 for a better understanding of psychiatric disorders in which learning processes are impaired. 356
Overall, the cubic/parabolic learning rule described in the current paper can be a valuable 357 alternative to existing RL models as it is simple, intuitive and can extract trialwise learning rates and 
